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During an online meeting between the Linguistic Advisors and Albert Bock and Benjamin Bruch, it
was agreed that several discussion papers could be forwarded to the AHG for further discussion and
approval. This is one of those papers.

In our response to the Unresolved Issues document, we proposed a scheme to deal with the distribution
of i and y in initial position. To date this issue has not been addressed. In fact, Trond told Michael that
he thought that it was outside the AHG Agreement and would have to be dealt with by a later 

UC uses y- in all positions. KK inherited this and changed some words from y- to i- evidently for
etymological reasons (sometimes rightly and sometimes wrongly). RLC has tended to i- or e- for the
same words, largely in terms of pronunciation. We believe that none of these systems is particularly
helpful to learners, and have proposed a reorganization of the material whereby basically i- is used
where words are pronounced either [iː] or [ɪ], and y- is used where words are pronounced either [ɪ]
or [ə].

There are not very many words in initial vocalic y-; we have taken all of them which appear in George's
dictionaries and recommend the following respellings. Note that in the first set the initial vowel should
be e- rather than y- or i-. The list here also contains some words not found in George’s dictionaries.
Some examples are also given.
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edhna ‘fowler’
edhnyk ‘young bird’
edhyn ‘birds
empynnyon ~ empydnyon ‘brains’
encladhva ‘cemetery’
encledhyas ‘burial’
enkys ‘incense’
enkyslester ‘thurible’

enys ‘island’
Enys ‘Shrovetide’
enysega ‘insulate’
er ‘fresh’
eryn ‘sloes’
eskynna ~ eskydna ‘ascend’
ettew ‘firebrand, log’.

idhyl ‘feeble’
idhyow ‘ivy’
idhyowek ‘ivy-clad place’
idn ~ inn ‘narrow’
ilyn ‘limpid’
imbracya ‘embrace’
imp ‘graft’
impya ‘to graft’
in ‘in’

in Kernow ‘in Cornwall’
i’n chy ‘in the house’
in y jy ‘in his house’
i’m breus avy ‘in my judgement’
ino ‘in him’,
inhy ‘in her’
ina (inha) ‘in them’

in kerdh ‘away’
in mes ‘out’
in nes ‘near’
inwedh, i’wedh ‘also’
indelma ‘in this way’
indella ‘in that way’
inketelma ‘in this same way’
inketella ‘in that same way’. 

inflamya ‘inflame’
injin ‘ingenious’
injynieth ‘originality’
injynor ‘engineer’
injynores ‘female engineer’
ink ‘ink’
inclynacyon ‘inclination’
inclynya ‘to incline, to bow’



Two things need to be noted here. 

First, the preposition in ‘in’ is written with <i> and the adverbial particle yn is written with <y>. This
orthographic distinction will help learners remember that in ‘in’ is not usually followed by any
mutation, whereas Type I Mixed mutation follows the particle yn. The word kyn ‘although’ has the
same mutation.

Second, the scheme outlined above increases the visibility of the letter i greatly, and many RLC users
have a dislike for the “overly medieval” letter y. Because RLC is written based on post-Jordan
orthography, the overall look of the SWF is much closer to UC, KK, and UCR than it is to RLC. In
the matter of initial i- and y-, we have an opportunity to support a long-standing aesthetic preference
of RLC users.

In terms of Authenticity, forms in initial i- are very, very much more common than most people used
to UC, KK, or UCR would realize. For instance inweth occurs 93 times, ynweth 8 times! Nance erred
in eschewing initial i-.

We do not believe that there are any serious disadvantages to any user of Revived Cornish with this
rationalization of initial i- and y-. Quite the opposite. We hope that the AHG will agree.
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incressya ‘increase’
injyn ‘stratagem’
inn ~ idn ‘narrow’
inia ‘urge’
inyadow ‘urgency’
inspyrya ‘inspire’
instytûtya ‘institute’
instrùctya ‘instruct’
intendya ‘intend’
intendys ‘intended’
inter ‘among’

inter benenes ‘among women’
intredhon ny ‘among us’

interlûd ‘interlude’
intertainment ‘entertainment’
intertainya ‘entertain’
inyal ‘desolate’
iredy ‘readily, indeed’
iscar ‘sackcloth’
isel ‘low’
Israel ‘Israel’
issyw ‘issue’
istyna ‘extend’
ivla-gras ‘revenge’
iwys ‘indeed’
iwyn ‘yew’

y ‘his’
y jy ev ‘his house’.

yma ‘is’
ymons ‘are’
ymownjy ‘are’
yns ‘they are
yw ‘is’
ywa ‘is’

yn ‘adverbial particle’
yn fas ‘well’
yn few ‘alive’
yn freth ‘fluently’

yn tâ ‘well’.
yn bàn ‘up’
yn dann ~ yn dadn ‘under’
y(th) ‘preverbal particle’

yth ov vy ‘I am’
y coodh dhybm, y coodh dhymm ‘I
should’ 
yn medh ‘says, said’. 

ÿs ~ ës ‘corn’
ÿsasver ~ ësasver ‘harvest’
ÿsla ~ ësla ‘granary’


